
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS TEMPLATE

Use this template to write the interview questions that really bring out the best of each candidate. Effortlessly
introduce the required outcomes and competencies and empower candidates to demonstrate their knowledge and
capabilities.

The notes in the “Prompt” column outline the sections of the interview questions template. The “Example” column
features Amazon Account Manager interview questions to show you what these sections typically look like. The “Style
Notes” column gives you additional guidelines on length and voice as well as suggestions to make that section put
the perfect candidate in the best mindset.

Prompt Example Style Notes

Job title AMAZON ACCOUNT MANAGER ● Use all caps, in bold, in a centered 20
pt. title for each job description

● Do not add any unnecessary
“padding” words, like adjectives
describing the “perfect” Amazon
account manager or similar

Recruiter questions RECRUITER

1. Please run through your work
experience background, specifically
what’s Amazon or eCom-related.

2. What are the accomplishments you
achieved as an Account Manager in

● The recruiter questions are core
questions asked to all viable
candidates to further vet them. These
questions can be copied and pasted
from the example and adjusted for
each role. Whatever adjustments are
made, their purpose is to:
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your previous roles?
3. Describe your leadership style.
4. What skills do you think you’re an

expert or decidedly good at?
5. What professional skills do you want

to improve? Why?
6. What environment do you like to

work in best?
7. What made you leave (or why are

you leaving) your previous job?
8. What tools have you used in your

previous roles? Rate your expertise
on each of these tools from a scale
of 1-10, 10 being highly advanced.

9. Can you describe one of your most
successful campaigns or projects
you’ve managed in the past?

10. What schedule do you prefer to
work?

11. How soon can you start?

○ Establish relevant job history
○ Establish what “makes” or

“breaks” this candidate
○ Looks for examples of success

in the past
○ Identifies high-level areas for

improvement
○ Determines whether the

candidate’s technology
experience fits requirements

○ Determines compatibility with
the candidate’s schedule and
availability with the needs of
the client

Client questions 1. What do you think are the mid- and
long-term marketing initiatives an
Amazon company should
implement to grow revenue YOY?

2. What would you say is a good profit
margin for a product, and why?

3. What tool(s) did you use to perform
keyword research in your previous
jobs? What do you use them for?

4. What are the primary factors you
consider when launching a

● Client questions are to be formatted in
three columns with the headers
OUTCOME, QUESTIONS, and DESIRED
ANSWER

● The outcomes listed in each column
may be repeated question to question;
the goal, however, is that at least one
question relates to each of the
required outcomes listed in the
KPIs/job scorecard

● The “desired answer” provides notes
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product?
5. Have you ever encountered a failed

launch? What happened? Was it
resolved? What steps did you take
to attempt to salvage the launch
process?

6. What activities will you implement
to ensure you maintain your
product ranking at page one?

7. What strategies will you implement
to improve conversion rate of your
product?

8. How do you allocate advertising
budgets across your products? How
do you prioritize the allocation of
advertising budget?

9. What are the usual violations you’ve
encountered in your previous jobs?
How were they resolved? Did these
violations occur again after you have
come up with the solution?

10. How have you resolved negative
reviews or improved product
performance based on your
previous Amazon/eCommerce
experience?

on what kinds of language or
examples the client wishes to hear in
candidate answers, but serves only as
a guide

● Questions are always open-ended and
often include follow-up questions

An example of the full job description template follows.

AMAZON ACCOUNT MANAGER
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RECRUITER

1. Please run through your work experience background, specifically what’s Amazon or eCom-related.
2. What are the accomplishments you achieved as an Account Manager in your previous roles?
3. Describe your leadership style.
4. What skills do you think you’re an expert or decidedly good at?
5. What professional skills do you want to improve? Why?
6. What environment do you like to work in best?
7. What made you leave (or why are you leaving) your previous job?
8. What tools have you used in your previous roles? Rate your expertise on each of these tools from a scale of 1-10,

10 being highly advanced.
9. Can you describe one of your most successful campaigns or projects you’ve managed in the past?
10. What schedule do you prefer to work?
11. How soon can you start?

CLIENT

OUTCOME QUESTION DESIRED ANSWER

Increase overall revenue by
at least 15% YOY

What do you think are the mid-
and  long-term marketing
initiatives an Amazon company
should implement to grow
revenue YOY?

● Assesses the need to weed
out products particularly
those which have frequent
concerns

● Speaks to low inventory
turnover, problematic
supply/ sourcing of raw
materials, high logistical
cost, frequent customer
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returns due to poor quality
● Discusses product varieties

(new size packaging, flavor,
color, variant),
complimentary products,
product bundling,
expansion to other
marketplaces

Maintain 30% profit margin
per product

What would you say is a good
profit margin for a product, and
why?

● Should be not less than X%
markup, net of COGS and
taxes

Launch 10 new
well-researched products
yearly

What tool(s) did you use to
perform keyword research in your
previous jobs? What do you use
them for?

What are the primary factors you
consider when launching a
product?

Have you ever encountered a
failed launch? What happened?
Was it resolved? What steps did
you take to attempt to salvage the
launch process?

● Helium10, Jungle Scout
● Speaks to whether the

product has sufficient
inventory in the
warehouse, plus FBA,
forecast on replenishment,
and listings both active
and optimized to capture
the best keywords to index
the result

● Mentions giveaways, target
rank, competitors

Maintain product ranking at
page 1 throughout the

What activities will you
implement to ensure you

● Mentions regular keyword
and listing optimization
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product life cycle maintain your product ranking at
page one?

checks, compliance on
Amazon policies, etc.

Ensure conversion rate of at
least 6%

What strategies will you
implement to improve conversion
rate of your product?

● Speaks on how to
strengthen PPC strategy,
sponsored posts

Maintain overall ACoS at
20%

How do you allocate advertising
budgets across your products?
How do you prioritize the
allocation of advertising budget?

● Explains how to
benchmark historical sales
and prioritize those that
generate the biggest
revenue

● Mentions checking organic
search ranking

100% compliance to
Amazon policies (no
product listings blocked or
suppressed)

What are the usual violations
you’ve encountered in your
previous jobs? How were they
resolved? Did these violations
occur again after you have come
up with the solution?

● Shows familiarity with
Amazon Policies and
discusses a process on how
violations encountered are
addressed

● Explains how an
occurrence of violation
came up and how it was
resolved

0 outstanding performance
notifications

How have you resolved negative
reviews or improved product
performance based on your
previous Amazon or eCommerce
experience?

● Summarizes all negative
findings or reviews (or the
causes of low performance)
and discusses the
strategies implemented to
improve performance
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